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SUMMARY

Ammonia is a central vector in sustainable global growth, but the us-
age of fossil feedstocks and centralized Haber-Bosch synthesis con-
ditions causes >1.4% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions. While
nitrogenase enzymes convert atmospheric N2 to ammonia at
ambient conditions, even the most active manmade inorganic cata-
lysts fail due to low activity and parasitic hydrogen evolution at low
temperatures. Here, we show that the [RuH6] catalytic center in
ternary ruthenium complex hydrides (Li4RuH6) activates N2 prefer-
entially and avoids hydrogen over-saturation at low temperatures
and near ambient pressure by delicately balancing H2 chemisorption
and N2 activation. The active [RuH6] catalytic center is capable of
achieving high yield at low temperatures via a shift in the rate-deter-
mining reaction intermediates and transition states, where the
reaction orders in hydrogen and ammonia change dramatically.
Temperature-dependent atomic-scale understanding of this unique
mechanism is obtained with synchronized experimental and density
functional theory investigations.

INTRODUCTION

Ammonia is critical to our food-production ecosystem1,2 and the single most

produced polluting chemical (�170 million tons per year)3–5 while also holding the

potential to become one of the most promising carbon-free and low-cost long-

term energy carriers.6,7 The industrial Haber-Bosch (H-B) process employs a Fe-

based catalyst and fossil-fuel-sourced H2 and requires harsh operating conditions

(typically 673–723 K and 100–300 bar). The large-scale and centralized H-B process

accounts for nearly 2% of the world’s consumption of fossil fuels8 and, consequently,

over 1.44% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions.5 The development of small-

scale processes that rely on renewable electricity as an energy source to sustainably

produce the H2 feedstock would thus be transformative in several ways. It would

provide critical technological support toward the audacious goal of carbon-free

growth and ensure the green transition. Two indispensable targets, where renew-

able energy penetration is arduous, would be reached simultaneously—food pro-

duction and clean mobility.4,9,10 A decentralized, low CAPEX NH3 synthesis process

targeted at emergingmarkets with significant future population growth needs would

also support the core UN sustainability goals.

While direct electrochemical ammonia production represents the Holy Grail, the

documented yields remain very far from any kind of commercialization.11 The discov-

ery of efficient heterogeneous or homogeneous catalysts that exhibit high activity
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under mild conditions would thus be a key enabler for the decentralized production

of green ammonia. For industrial ammonia synthesis, it is widely recognized that Ru-

based catalysts work better than Fe-based catalysts under milder reaction

conditions.12,13 However, the high activation energy for direct N2 dissociation and

the severe poisoning effect of hydrogen on conventional Ru metal catalyst renders

efficient NH3 synthesis under lower temperatures (<623 K) and lower pressures

(<50 bar) unattainable.14 Therefore, there have been many attempts to develop

new catalysts to efficiently catalyze N2+H2 to NH3 under mild conditions.15–18

Recently discovered, a new class of ammonia catalysts—the ternary ruthenium com-

plex hydrides19—was a breakthrough in this endeavor. The ternary ruthenium hy-

dride’s ability to efficiently synthesize NH3 at %10 bar and %573 K conditions lies

in the unique chemistry of the coordination complex and the alkali (alkaline earth)

metal framework, facilitating a catalytic mechanism bridging homogeneous and het-

erogeneous concepts, which are clearly distinct from the Ru metal catalyst. For

ternary Ru complex hydride catalysts, Ru is in an ionic state, and N2 undergoes

non-dissociative hydrogenolysis over the hydride(H�)- and electron-rich [RuH6] com-

plex with the aid of the surrounding Li or Ba cations. The dynamic and synergistic

engagement of all the components of the ternary hydrides creates a reaction path

with a narrow energy span and leads to ammonia production with superior activities.

In this article, we present the reaction mechanism facilitating ternary ruthenium com-

plex hydrides to successfully produce NH3 at low temperature (448 K % T % 573 K)

by selective N2 activation and escaping H2 over-saturation. This work shows the

unique ability of the [RuH6] catalytic center in the ternary ruthenium hydride to shift

its rate-determining intermediate states and transition states of the N2+H2 to NH3

reaction path in response to the lowering of the reaction temperature, which brings

a significant change in reaction order of hydrogen and ammonia. This variation in the

kinetics as a function of operating conditions (temperature, reactant partial pres-

sures, etc.) is not a common phenomenon in catalysis but is observed in some

cases.20–24 Nonetheless, the mechanistic details behind it are seldom investigated,

especially at an atomic level. Here, we achieve this via seamless integration of exper-

imental and computational techniques to reveal the temperature-dependent cata-

lytic process. In addition to the overall multi-step reaction mechanism of N2+H2 to

NH3 conversion on [RuH6] catalytic center established in our previous publication,19

we further identified unique features significantly different from any known catalysts

in this field. Here, we show for the first time the effect and implication of balanced

chemisorption of N2 and H2 and the temperature-sensitive reaction intermediate

on the ammonia synthesis mechanism. Our finding discloses that an electron-rich

active center with a comparable affinity toward N2 and H2 are critical for mild-condi-

tion ammonia catalysis. The thorough fundamental understanding developed in this

study can be further used to design new low-temperature ammonia catalysts with

better performance and has the potential to drive green-ammonia technology in a

new direction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemisorption of N2 and H2 over [RuH6] catalytic center

Figure 1 shows that the [RuH6] catalytic center in Ru complex hydride catalysts

Li4RuH6 not only outperforms the B5 site of Ru metal catalysts under the same work-

ing conditions but also produces NH3 at low temperatures. As discussed below, two

inherent properties of the [RuH6] catalytic center are critical toward the observed

outstanding activity at low temperatures: (1) its selectivity for chemisorbing N2

over H2 and (2) a self-adjusting mechanism of avoiding hydrogen over-saturation

sustaining the N2-to-NH3 conversion cycle.
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022



Figure 1. Comparison of NH3 synthesis rate and active-site structure of ternary Ru complex hy-

dride catalysts and Ru metal catalysts

[RuH6] catalytic center is more efficient in NH3 catalysis compared with metallic Ru and can produce

NH3 in low temperatures where metallic Ru gets deactivated. Reaction conditions: 1 bar of syngas

(N2:H2 = 1:3), and a weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 60,000 mL gcat
�1 h�1. Error bars

represent the s.d. from three independent measurements.
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The catalytically active ternary hydride surface with excess Li and hydrogen (consists

of two additional LiH for every six [RuH6] centers, i.e., 4[RuH6]+2[RuH7]+2Li)
19 is

energetically moderately selective toward N2 over H2 chemisorption. The model

considered the (110) plane of Li4RuH6, which is the most stable crystal facet for

this material (Figure S1A). The details of the Li4RuH6 active surface used for this study

are in Figure S1B. The presence of an additional two Li and two H (from two LiH) on

the surface breaks its local symmetry. As a result, one of the [RuH6] polyhedra turns

into a pentagonal-based pyramid instead of a standard octahedron. This [RuH6] site

(denoted as [RuH6]*) with a pentagonal-based pyramid is the preferred site for N2/H2

adsorption compared with other [RuH6] sites with the octahedral coordination due to

lower steric hindrance (Figure S1C). In contrast, [RuH7] sites on the Li4RuH6 active

surface cannot adsorb further any N2/H2. The extra two Li (from additional LiH) on

the surface also create hindrances for N2/H2 adsorption on other neighboring

[RuH6] sites and cause partial deactivation. However, other [RuH6]/[RuH7] sites and

the extra Li on the surface are vital for the N2+H2-to-NH3 conversion process.19

The [RuH7]/[RuH6] on the Li4RuH6 active surface was shown to act as a reservoir of

hydrides to reduce the activated N2 to NH3, and the electrostatic interaction be-

tween surface Li and intermediate NxHy (x = 1–2, y = 0–4) species lowers the reaction

path’s thermodynamic/kinetic barrier, thus facilitating the N2+H2-to-NH3 catalysis.
19

The chemisorption H2 on the Li4RuH6 active surface here can be expressed as

½RuH6�� + H24½RuH6�H2: (Equation 1)

For simplicity, we are representing the Li4RuH6 active surface (which has four [RuH6]

complexes, two [RuH7] complexes, and two extra Li) only by the active catalytic site

[RuH6]*. Here, the lattice hydrogens of Ru are inside the square brackets ([RuH6]/

[RuH7]). The chemisorbed H2 remains molecular ([RuH6]H2) until the H–H bond

breaks (one of the hydrogens goes to the neighboring Ru ([RuH6])) and becomes

part of the lattice and creates two [RuH7] in the process (see Figure S2). The transfor-

mation of the chemisorbed H2 to lattice H can be written as

½RuH6�H2 + ½RuH6�/ 2½RuH7�: (Equation 2)
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022 3



Figure 2. The mechanism to avoid hydrogen poisoning and activate N2 in low temperature

(A) The competitive chemisorption of N2 and H2 by the [RuH6] center on the Li4RuH6 catalyst surface shows selectivity for N2 over H2, which improves at

lower temperature19 and remains selective over a wide range of partial pressures.

(B) The free-energy path of H2/D2 chemisorption/desorption along with on-site scrambling of the chemisorbed H2/D2 on the Li4RuH6 catalyst surface

and a prohibitively high barrier (>1 eV) for chemisorbed H2 to lattice H transfer demonstrates the mechanism by which [RuH6] catalytic center avoids

hydrogen over-saturation. The top insertion shows the TPD profile of deuterated Li4RuH6.
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Meanwhile, the competitive chemisorption of N2 on the Li4RuH6 active surface is

½RuH6�� + N2/½RuH6�N2: (Equation 3)

The calculated binding free energies show that the preferential adsorption of N2

over H2 at the [RuH6]* active center is further enhanced at lower temperatures.19 Fig-

ure 2A indicates that at low temperature, [RuH6]* active center’s inclination for selec-

tive chemisorption of N2 might only change in the case of exceptionally high H2:N2

partial pressure ratio (�300:1). This feature is critical for the understanding of the cat-

alytic mechanism, particularly when combined with the kinetics of dissociative

hydrogen chemisorption and hydrogen transfer over the [RuH6] centers. Figure 2B

displays the free-energy landscape for dissociation of chemisorbed H2 (state I) on

the [RuH6] active center (Equation 2). Although the dissociative chemisorption of

H2 into two lattice Hs is facile, the subsequent transfer of lattice H, as [RuH7] (state

II), via a transition state (TSI–II), is prohibited by a high activation energy of 1.1 eV

(Figure S2), as estimated with nudged elastic band simulations. The transfer of the

chemisorbed H2 to lattice H is Li mediated and encounters repulsive force from

neighboring Hs, making the activation barrier high. Instead, at low temperature,

the active center retains the hydrogen atoms to form a [RuH6]H2 complex (state I),

which is not a very stable state and can easily desorb H2 at temperatures above

300 K to release the [RuH6] catalytic site for N2 activation. The mechanism of H2

chemisorption/desorption ensures that not all [RuH6] centers are converted to

[RuH7] complexes, even in an H2-rich environment. Thus, the catalyst surface is not

hydrogen over-saturated by lattice H that bonds firmly to the respective Ru blocking

the active sites. This contrasts with Ru and other late transition-metal catalysts,

where H poisoning, due to favorable thermodynamics,24 effectively prevents N2

adsorption. The opposing behavior between Ru metal and Li4RuH6 catalysts is

elegantly captured in the NH3 formation rate under varying pressure (Figure 3).

The lack of hydrogen poisoning allows enhanced ammonia production at a higher

hydrogen partial pressure on Li4RuH6.

The chemisorption of H2 on the ternary hydride active surface has unique finger-

prints (Figure 2B). The chemisorption of H2 happens through a physisorbed
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022



Figure 3. Pressure dependence of the

catalytic activities of Li4RuH6/MgO

and Ru/MgO catalysts at 573 K

The ability to avoid hydrogen over-

saturation of [RuH6] catalytic center

enhances the NH3 formation rate on

Li4RuH6 catalyst in high hydrogen par-

tial pressure. Reaction conditions: 10

bar, N2:H2 = 3:2, WHSV = 60,000 mL

gcat
�1 h�1.
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transition state TS0–I, with a negligible barrier of 0.07 eV (Figure S3). The H from the

chemisorbed H2 participates in on-site scrambling with the lattice H on the [RuH6]

active center. The on-site scrambling of the hydrogen has an insignificant activation

energy of 0.04 eV (Figure S4). Experimentally, we observe a minor reversible adsorp-

tion/desorption of H2 in the temperature range of 373–473 K in the temperature-

programmed desorption (TPD) profile with no trace of net LiH, Ru powder, or a

mixture of LiH and Ru (Figure S5), which reinforces the observation of the chemi-

sorbed nature of the H2 adsorption on the Li4RuH6 active surface. After charging

with D2, the detection of the mixed HD signal in the TPD profile strengthens the

conclusion of the on-site scrambling of D from chemisorbed D2 with lattice H (Fig-

ure 2B, inserted plot). A more robust signal of H2/HD than D2 in the TPD profile

points out the magnitude of the on-site scrambling of the chemisorbed D2 with

the lattice H.
Low-temperature reaction mechanism

Our study shows that the N2+H2-to-NH3 conversion cycle on the Li4RuH6 catalyst

surface happens through 13 different surface states (states 0–12). Visualization of

the low-temperature NH3 formation mechanism on the Li4RuH6 catalyst surface

with intermediate states is provided in Figure 4. Here, states 0 and 1 are the

Li4RuH6 catalyst surface with active [RuH6] center and the chemisorbed N2 on it

([RuH6]N2), respectively, as presented by Equation (3). State 2 is ([RuH5]NHN), where

the adsorbed N2 is hydrogenated by one of the hydrides from the same Ru site

where N2 is activated (i.e., H from [RuH6]N2):

½RuH6�N2/ ½RuH5�NHN: (Equation 4)

State 3 is ([RuH5]NHNH), in which the activated N2 is further hydrogenated by one

hydride from neighboring [RuH7]:

½RuH5�NHN + ½RuH7�/ ½RuH5�NHNH+ ½RuH6�: (Equation 5)

In state 4 ([RuH5]NHNH+2[RuH7]), one H2(g) gaseous molecule chemisorbs and then

dissociates into two lattice hydrogens on the surface:

½RuH5�NHNH + 2½RuH6�+H2g/ ½RuH5�NHNH+ 2½RuH7�: (Equation 6)

State 5 is ([RuH5]NHNH2), where the activated N2 is further hydrogenated from one

hydride of an adjacent [RuH7] site:

½RuH5�NHNH + ½RuH7�/ ½RuH5�NHNH2 + ½RuH6�: (Equation 7)

The consecutive hydrogenations of the activated nitrogen weaken the N–N bond

strength. The N–N bond length increases by about 30% (Figure 4) from state 1 to

5. Eventually, in state 6 ([RuH5]NH+[RuH6]NH2), the N–N bond fully dissociates:
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022 5



Figure 4. Visualization of the N2-to-NH3 conversion path on the Li4RuH6 catalyst surface

The catalytic conversion cycle went through 13 different surface states (marked by 0–12).19 The

hydrogenation of the activated nitrogen by the lattice hydrogen is marked as [H] transfer. The N–N

bond distance increases with consecutive hydrogenation from steps 1 to 5 and eventually

dissociates in state 6.
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½RuH5�NHNH2 + ½RuH6�/ ½RuH5�NH+ ½RuH6�NH2: (Equation 8)

In state 7 ([RuH5]NH+[RuH5]NH3), the first molecule of NH3 is formed, which then de-

sorbs from the surface and creates state 8 ([RuH5]NH+[RuH5]):

½RuH5�NH + ½RuH6�NH2/ ½RuH5�NH+ ½RuH5�NH3 (Equation 9)

and

½RuH5�NH + ½RuH5�NH3/ ½RuH5�NH+ ½RuH5�+NH3g: (Equation 10)
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022
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In state 9 ([RuH5]NH2+[RuH5]), the remaining N is hydrogenated further from the hy-

drides of an adjacent [RuH7] site:

½RuH5�NH + ½RuH5�+ ½RuH7�/ ½RuH5�NH2 + ½RuH5�+ ½RuH6�: (Equation 11)

The 2nd molecule of NH3 is formed in state 10 ([RuH5]NH3+[RuH5]), which then de-

sorbs from the surface and results in state 11 (2[RuH5]):

½RuH5�NH2 + ½RuH5�+ ½RuH7�/½RuH5�NH3 + ½RuH5�+ ½RuH6� (Equation 12)

and

½RuH5�NH3 + ½RuH5�/2½RuH5�+NH3g: (Equation 13)

Two consecutive direct adsorptions of H2(g) molecule replenish the two hydride-

deficient [RuH5] sites on the state 11, result in state 12 ([RuH5]), and then finally return

to state 0:

2½RuH5� + H2g/½RuH5�+ ½RuH7� (Equation 14)

and

½RuH5� + H2g/renewed surface: (Equation 15)

The overall chemical reaction in one catalytic cycle on Li4RuH6 catalyst surface is

N2g + 3H2g/NH3g: (Equation 16)

The path shows a series of well-balanced andmoderate activation energies—all with

Ea % 0.82 eV (see Table S1).
Temperature-dependent kinetics

For a better understanding of the low-temperature reaction pathway, the variations

of reaction energetics as a function of temperature are explored and then analyzed

by applying the energetic span model, in which the turnover frequency (TOF)-deter-

mining transition state (TDTS) and the TOF-determining intermediate state (TDI) that

maximize the energy span determine the rates and kinetics of the catalytic cycle.25,26

The energetic span approximation25 of the exothermal catalytic cycle to calculate

TOF from the energetic span (dE) of the free energy path is

TOF =
kBT

h
e
� dE=kBT : (Equation 17)

In this model, the free energy of TDTS (DGTDTS) and TDI (DGTDI) and the free energy

of reaction (DGr) defines dE:

dE =

�
DGTDTS � DGTDI; if TDTS appears after TDI
DGTDTS � DGTDI + DGr if TDTS appears before TDI

: (Equation 18)

The activation enthalpy (DHa) for the catalytic path is back calculated from the dE and

the entropy correction (TDS):

DHa = dE +TDS: (Equation 19)

Figures 5 and S6 show the development of the free-energy path of the catalytic cycle

of N2+H2 to NH3 on the Li4RuH6 catalyst surface with a lowering of reaction temper-

ature (from 573 to 448 K). The change in temperature shifts the TDI and TDTS of the

catalytic cycle, with an inflection temperature at 498 K. Experimentally, the Arrhenius

plot for ammonia synthesis (Figure 6A) locates this inflection point around 523 K. In

addition, all measured kinetic parameters for ternary hydride catalyst (Li4RuH6/MgO)

are temperature dependent (Figure 6), indicating the complex temperature-depen-

dent switching of rate-determining states (i.e., TDI and TDTS).
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022 7



Figure 5. Temperature dependence

The evolution of the free-energy path with the lowering of temperature shifts the TDI and the TDTS of the energetic span model, and the inflection point

is at 498 K of Li4RuH6 catalyst surface. For the lower temperature range (<498 K), the TDI and TDTS are the initial/final state (state 0) and the transition

state of the third hydrogenation (TS3–4) on the surface, respectively. In the higher temperature range (R498 K), the TDI and the TDTS are the second

H2(g) adsorption (state 12) and the transition state of the first H2(g) adsorption (TS4–5) on the surface, respectively. With a further increase in temper-

ature, state 9 comes energetically closer to state 12. At 573 K, the TDI and the TDTS are state 9 and TS4–5, respectively. The inserted plot shows the

schematic presentation of the shift in TDI/TDTS. The TDI and TDTS at different temperature ranges are marked by the square and circlesymbols,

respectively, in the free-energy plot and the inserted plot. We applied fixed partial pressure of N2 and H2 (PN2 = 0.25 bar and PH2 = 0.75 bar) and variable

partial pressure of ammonia (PNH3 = 0.0270 bar at 573K, 0.0018 bar at 498 K, and 0.0001 bar at 448 K) to generate the free-energy paths and barriers using

density-functional-theory-based free-energy estimations and nudged elastic band method.
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As shown in Figure 5, the TDTS moves from the transition states 4–5 (TS4–5) to TS3–4
as the temperature goes lower than the inflection point 498 K. Meanwhile, the TDI

shifts from state 12 to 0. For clarity, the inserted plot in Figure 5 presents a schematic

view of the shift in TDI/TDTS with temperature. There might be one inflection for

each change in TDI/TDTS, which we cannot resolve due to their proximity. Another

essential feature in the catalytic path is the energy difference between states 12 and

9. At 573 K, the free energies of states 9 and 12 are similar, and they are both likely

candidates for the TDI. The energy difference between states 12 and 9 increases with

decreasing temperature, and state 12 is TDI in the range 498 K < T < 573 K. The theo-

retically derived activation enthalpy (DHa) and TOF and experimentally derived

apparent activation energy (Eapp) and TOF are listed in Table S2. The value of DHa

at 448 K is 98.2 kJ mol�1, while at 573 K, with state 9 as TDI, the DHa is calculated

to be 72.4 kJ mol�1. An increase in temperature lowers the activation enthalpy

and increases the TOF, agreeing well with the trends observed experimentally.

The apparent activation energy for Li4RuH6 catalyst determined by Arrhenius plot

is Eapp = 71.2 kJ/mol at temperatures higher than 523 K and a significantly increased

value of 102.8 kJ/mol at temperatures below 523 K (Figure 6A). In contrast, there is

no change in Eapp and other kinetic parameters for conventional Ru metal catalyst

(Ru/MgO) in a wide temperature range (498–648 K).

For the Li4RuH6 catalyst, the energetic span and the TOF vary continuously with tem-

perature. The temperature-dependent TDI and TDTS modifications follow the en-

tropy of intermediates and TSs. The entropy of a state is strongly affected by the

adsorption/desorption of gas molecules. Such changes in the TDI or TDTS will
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022



Figure 6. Experimentally derived kinetic parameters

(A) Arrhenius plots of supported Li4RuH6/MgO and Ru/MgO catalysts.

(B–D) Dependence of ammonia synthesis rates on the partial pressures of NH3 (B), N2 (C), and H2

(D), respectively, under a total pressure of 1 bar at 573 (filled symbols) and 498 K (open symbols)

over supported Li4RuH6/MgO and Ru/MgO catalysts. The reaction order of NH3, N2, and H2 is

represented by a, b, and g, respectively. In contrast to metallic Ru, [RuH6] catalytic center shows

changes in NH3 TOF and reactions order of N2, H2, and NH3 on lowering of temperature.
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tend to affect both DHa and the reaction order in gas molecules. This is beautifully

captured by the analysis of the reaction order of NH3, N2, and H2 for Li4RuH6

(Figures 6B–6D). The reaction orders changed from +0.3 to �0.47, 0.91 to 0.82,

and �0.59 to �0.18, respectively, for H2, N2, and NH3 with the decrease of temper-

ature. These changes are in stark contrast to the constant values for Ru metal catalyst

(Ru/MgO), i.e., �0.23, 1.12, and �0.85, respectively for H2, N2, and NH3. It is worth

noting that although the H2 reaction orders of ternary Ru hydride catalysts decrease

with the decrease of temperature, they are still higher than that of the Ru metal cata-

lyst. Moreover, NH3 poisoning effects on the [RuH6] center lessens at lower temper-

atures, providing a favorable scenario for effective catalysis.

The present study highlights the dynamic nature of the [RuH6] catalytic center in

enabling mild condition ammonia synthesis. The presence of [RuH7] complex facil-

itates the hydrogenation of the activated nitrogen from the surplus lattice hy-

drides. On the contrary, a too-high concentration of [RuH7] complex on the surface

can deactivate the catalyst from dinitrogen adsorption. The high activation energy

for lattice H transfer of the chemisorbed H2 observed in this unique class of mate-

rials maintains a delicate balance between the availability of lattice hydrogen and

active sites. The preferential N2 chemisorption over H2 and kinetic blockage of

hydrogen over-saturation are key elements to the success of ternary Ru complex

hydride systems for catalyzing NH3 synthesis at low temperatures. Furthermore,

a unique temperature-dependent tuning of the reaction kinetics is observed for

the [RuH6] catalytic center, resulting from a shift in the TDI and TDTS along the re-

action pathway.
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022 9
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We have been able to achieve a precise temperature-resolved atomic-scale under-

standing of the reaction mechanism at the [RuH6] catalytic center, its unique thermo-

dynamics, and kinetic aspects that enable exceptional low-temperature activity.

These scientific insights need to be exploited toward optimizing complex transi-

tion-metal hydrides as ammonia catalysts as well as exploring a newer class of

materials that can replicate the behavior of [RuH6] catalytic center in the pursuit of

renewables-powered, decentralized, and ambient-temperature/pressure ammonia

synthesis.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Tejs Vegge (teve@dtu.dk).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

All data supporting the findings of this study are presented within the article and

supplemental information. Optimized structures are available in an online repository

(https://doi.org/10.11583/DTU.16621918.v1). All other data are available from the

lead contact upon reasonable request.

Materials

The materials used were as follows: LiH (Alfa, 99.4% metal basis); Ru powder

(Aladdin, 99.9% metal basis); Ru(NO)(NO3)2 (Alfa, Ru R31.3%); CO(NH2)2 (SCR,

R99%); Mg(CH3COO)2$4H2O (SCR, R99%); C2H2O4$2H2O (SCR, R99.5%), Ba

metal (Aldrich, R99% trace metals basis, shot diameter: �2 cm); Li metal (Macklin,

99.9% metal basis), and CsNO3 (Guangfu,R99%). All materials handlings were per-

formed in a glove box filled with purified argon to keep a low water vapor concen-

tration (<0.1 ppm) and a low oxygen concentration (<1 ppm). H2 (99.9999%), D2

(99.999%), Ar (99.999%), and N2/H2 mixture with a molar ratio of 1:3 (99.9999%)

were purchased from Dalian Special Gases.

Preparation of ball-milled LiH, ball-milled Ru powder, and ball-milled LiH-Ru

mixture

Ball-milled LiH was prepared by ball milling LiH on a Retsch planetary ball mill (PM

400, Germany) at 150 RPM for 3 h. Ru powder was also ball-milled at 150 RPM for

3 h and then heated at 753 K for 10 h under 10 bar of H2, and the obtained sample

was denoted as ball-milled Ru powder. The ball-milled LiH-Ru mixture was prepared

by ball milling a mixture of LiH and Ru powder in a 4:1 M ratio at 150 RPM for 3 h.

Preparation of fresh Li4RuH6, post-treated Li4RuH6, and deuterated Li4RuH6

samples

A fresh Li4RuH6 sample was synthesized by the calcination of ball-milled LiH-Ru

mixture under 10 bar of H2 at 753 K for 10 h, as has been described in earlier

reports.27,28 The post-treated Li4RuH6 sample was prepared as follows. The fresh

Li4RuH6 was first dehydrogenated under atmospheric Ar up to 493 K and then rehy-

drogenated under atmospheric H2 at 393 K for 2 h. At last, the obtained sample was

cooled to room temperature for use. The deuterated Li4RuH6 sample was prepared

in a similar way, except rehydrogenating the dehydrogenated Li4RuH6 under atmo-

spheric D2.
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022
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Preparation of Ru/MgO, Cs-Ru/MgO, and Li4RuH6/MgO catalysts

Ru/MgO and Cs-Ru/MgO reference catalysts with Ru content of 8.7 and 7.3 wt %,

respectively, were prepared following the procedure described in the earlier

report.19 Li4RuH6/MgO catalyst with a Ru loading of 8.0 wt % was prepared

according to the following steps: firstly, the Ru/MgO sample was impregnated in

a lithium-ammonia solution with a molar ratio of Li:Ru = 4:1, where Li metal can be

easily converted to lithium amide (LiNH2) in the presence of Ru. After removal of

excess NH3, the solid residue was then hydrogenated at 573 K to allow in situ forma-

tion of Li4RuH6 on MgO support according to the reaction 4LiNH2 + Ru + 5H2 /

Li4RuH6 + 4NH3.

Catalytic activity test

Activity test was performed on a quartz-lined stainless-steel fix-bed reactor under a

continuous flow of N2-H2 mixture gas. Typically, 30 mg of catalyst was loaded in the

liner tube on a bed of quartz wool and subsequently heated at a ramping rate of 5 K

min�1 under the given pressure and flow rate. The ammonia production rate was

measured by a conductivity meter (Mettler Toledo SevenMulti), and the principle

of this NH3 quantification method has been described previously.29 The activity

data at each temperature were monitored under steady-state conditions.

TPD measurements

TPD measurements were performed on a stainless-steel reactor with a quartz liner,

and the exhaust gases were monitored with an on-line mass spectrometer (Hiden

HPR20). Typically, a 30 mg sample was loaded and heated in a stream of Ar

(30 mL min�1) from room temperature to the desired temperature at a ramping

rate of 5 K min�1, and the signals of H2 (m/z = 2), HD (m/z = 3), and D2 (m/z = 4)

were recorded.

Kinetic studies

N2 and H2 reaction order measurements were carried out with a flow of mixed gas

(N2, H2, and Ar) under a total pressure of 1 bar and a weight hourly space velocity

(WHSV) of 60,000 mL g�1 h�1, during which the effluent NH3 concentration was

kept constant. For Li4RuH6/MgO, the loading amount was 30 mg at both 573 and

498 K. For Ru/MgO, the loading amount was 50 mg at 573 K and 100 mg at

498 K, respectively. The reaction order of N2 was determined through changing

the partial pressure of N2 while keeping a constant partial pressure of H2, and the

reaction order of H2 was measured at a constant N2 pressure while changing the par-

tial pressure of H2. The reaction order of NH3 was determined by changing the flow

rate of syngas (N2:H2 = 1:3) while keeping constant pressure. Apparent activation

energies were measured under atmospheric syngas (N2:H2 = 1:3) with a flow rate

of 30 mL min�1. The temperature range is 448–598 K for Li4RuH6/MgO (30 mg)

and 498–648 K for Ru/MgO (30 mg). All kinetic measurements were performed un-

der conditions far from equilibrium.

Theoretical calculations

We used first-principles-based density functional theory (DFT) tool Vienna Ab initio

simulation package (VASP)30 to simulate the system. All calculations used a revised

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof approximation (RPBE)31 for the exchange-correlation po-

tential, a plane-wave basis set with energy cutoff 500 eV, and the projector

augmented wave (PAW) method. The DFT energies with the correction from ideal

gas limit approximation32,33 and harmonic limit/hindered harmonic limit approxima-

tion model implemented in atomistic simulation environment (ASE)34 for the free

molecules and the absorbates on the catalyst surface, respectively, generated the
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100970, July 20, 2022 11
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free energies reported in this work. The nudged elastic band method (NEB)35 imple-

mented in VASP was used to find the optimal kinetic paths, the TS, and the related

activation energy. The four-layered Li4RuH6 slab used in this study has a (110) surface

with six Ru sites on it. An 18 Å vacuum was used above the top layer of the slabs to

prevent any interaction between two periodic images. We fixed the ions in the bot-

tom two layers through the simulations.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2022.100970.
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